**Reviewing Process for Publication at STAR Journal**

1. **Manuscript Submitted to the Editorial Office of STAR**

2. **Preliminary Evaluation of Manuscript**
   (to check the suitability of manuscript in respect of journal aim, scope & policy)

   - Manuscript will be rejected, if the paper fails to fit into the Journal Aim, Scope and Policy.
   - If the paper is suitable, then Manuscript number will be assigned and it will send for Reviewing Process.

3. Upon recommendation made by the Reviewers the paper will divided into three groups Minor Revision, Minor Revision and should be Rejected.

4. Paper will be send back to the Authors for any corrections.

5. Upon corrections paper will accepted and copyright agreement will be made.

6. **Preparation of Galley Proof**

7. Galley Proof will be sent to the Author for final corrections.

8. Upon final corrections the paper will be published.